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V IDEO, with its small eiee-
tranic stage, tends to cramp
the aesthetic Held- As In or,

dinary television . our vision is. In
effect, trapped within a 21-inch box .

One way around this far video
artists la an installation using a
number of monitors . This effectively
can breast the limited physical
boundaries of the single monitor
and decentralize the video image-

Steina and Woody Vasulka, who
am showing a si%-aaeen Installation
oiled "The West" nt the Michael C
Rockefeller Art Center at F7-~
State College. demonstrate the ins
pressive effects possible with such
muiti-monitor piece.

Here, the six monitors am set In
a single row . hortmmally, at the
end of a narrow gallery- But the
artists allow any number of conligu-
rations - vertical stacks. pairings,
and so ore- Why this is so, is bard to
imagine- The spectacular scenes of
the New Mexico desert which are
captured here by Stelm Vasuika's
camera art ideally suited far this
lateral arrangement.

In such a precisely worked-out
piece Oils denial of responsibility for
basic presentation smells of a musty
avant-gardism, of a time when ev-
erything was daringly provisional .
Those days are gone and the Va-
sulkas know It . Otherwise they
wouldn't have made such an azree-
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